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foreword

Godfrey
robert
Godfrey Robert, 65, is the Consulting
Editor of The New Paper, the popular
tabloid touted to be the soccer paper in
Singapore. He was Sports Editor of The
Straits Times from 1982 to 1999, before
becoming Senior Writer, Streats Deputy
Editor and Associate Editor of The New
Paper until his current position. He was a
Premier League soccer player in the 1960s
and 1970s and is widely regarded as the
doyen of sports writing. He has covered
several major sports events, including the
World Cup, Olympics, Commonwealth
Games and Asian Games. He is the author
of The Malaysia Cup (1990) and The Dream
Lives On (2010), on the National Stadium.
His sports journalism career spans 43 years
and is unmatched in Singapore’s history.

In more than 100 years of its
existence, Singapore soccer has
not hit the dizzying heights of
World Cup or Olympic Games
glory although attempts have
been made.
Not least the Goal 2010 project which kicked off in euphoria
but slipped into total oblivion.
But soccer in Singapore has
never lacked in excitement.
Especially during the Malaysia
Cup years between the 1970s
and 1990s, when interest hit
fever-pitch and the National
Stadium often attracted capacity crowds of 60,000 and more.
And while other sports such
as hockey, cricket, rugby and
badminton—buoyed by Colonial influence when the British
ruled Singapore during preindependence—then table tennis, sailing and bowling currently,
have earned greater recognition, nothing compared to even
a stir in soccer.
Simply because soccer is the
world’s No. 1 sport, and its universality amasses it the best
and biggest followers around
the world.
So Singapore soccer continues to capture the minds and
hearts of Singaporeans despite
the lack of a major triumph in
recent years.
Thus any attempt in preaching the soccer gospel, as it is

done in this e-book, titled Gila
Bola!: Surviving Singapore
Soccer, must be a bonus for local soccer fans.
The authors, Dan Koh and
Zakaria Zainal, have done
good research. The e-book is
an anthology of portraits and
stories about life-long supporters of Singapore soccer.
The timing cannot have been
better as the LionsXII are enjoying a successful spell in the
Malaysian Super League after
a return of 18 years.
The competition is beginning
to woo the fans from both sides
of the Causeway.
This e-book tells the Singapore story in the words of 12
interesting characters, all different in personalities and designations but who share a common objective: talking soccer.
National coach Yap Boon
Chuan has an untold story
about how he took on an unenviable task as national coach
who brought glory to Singapore soccer at the 1966 Asian
Games.
The father and son combination of Henry and Edmond Tan
have allegiance to EPL rivals
Liverpool and Manchester City
respectively. But they shared a
common vision of having supported the same team. Meanwhile, radio sports commenta-

tor Wilfred James and popular
tour operator Akbar Hashim
tell us that they are more than
everyday soccer fanatics having
developed a love for soccer over
the years.
The Suhood brothers and the
Lee family inject a touch of
community belonging to soccer
where age is just a number.
So the e-book takes in a good
cross section of soccer lovers,
and Dan and Zakaria form an
important link with their friendship and passion, which see no
boundaries.
It is an e-book for all ages of
soccer fans, and a must-read
for an inkling into what Singapore football is all about.

At home in Bukit
Timah, where Yap
has lived for nearly
five decades.

the
accidental
coach
gapore continued its Malaya Cup dominance
with 1960, 1964, and 1965 wins—celebrated
The unsentimental Yap Boon Chuan coach Choo Seng Quee leading the team in
led the Lions to international glory, 1964.

then moved on with his life.

In 1965, however, when the Malaya Cup
turned into the Malaysia Cup, and Singapore
“You might not believe it,” Yap Boon Chuan
the state became republic, Choo and six nasays, “but I have not kept anything of my soctional players were sacked.
cer days.”
They included midfielder Majid Ariff and
In the storied history of Singapore soccer,
captain Quah Kim Swee of the Quah brothYap’s contributions as the national coach of
ers. The team manager claimed that they dis1966-1971 have almost gone unrecorded.
played “gross behaviour and insubordination”.
He was at the helm of Singapore’s fourth
By then,Yap was already poised to take over.
place finish at the 1966 Asian Games—a feat
He was the national youth team manager, and
for a newly independent nation, especially
1966 came to be a seminal year.
since it has yet to be surpassed.
In January, the Singapore Amateur Football
Born in Penang, the sprightly 83-year-old was
Association changed into the Football Assofirst a Physical Education (PE) teacher then
ciation of Singapore (FAS), and in September,
lecturer. After work, he played a brand of socFAS appointed Yap as national coach.
cer he remembers to be “nothing evil, no going for the ankles”. In 1957, while teaching at “If Seng Quee was still coach, I would never
St. Joseph’s Institution, Yap won a scholarship have accepted it,” Yap recounts of the man
widely known as Uncle Choo. In fact, Yap beto the noted Loughborough University.
came coach “by accident”.
Another opportunity arose there. The Football Association (FA) was sending its coach- “One day, after a council meeting ended
es over to conduct a preliminary coaching without us being able to find a coach, we were
course, but the course was full. Yap convinced going down a steep staircase at Jalan Besar. It
one coach, his lecturer, to take him in.“It would was wide enough for one person, with [then
FAS President] Mr. Pawanchee behind me.”
mean a lot to me,” Yap told him.
In 1960, Yap returned with his FA certificate “He said, ‘Boon Chuan, you take over as
to a burgeoning if volatile soccer scene. Sin- coach.’ I stopped and looked up. ‘Sir, is there
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a choice, Sir?’ He replied: ‘I’m afraid not. Keep
moving.’ ”

‘Boon Chuan, you take over as coach.’

With the Asian Games in three months, Yap
I stopped and looked up. ‘Sir, is there a
had to move fast. Using his PE background, he
choice, Sir?’
put the team through fitness training instead
of soccer drills, for he felt that these veteran
He replied: ‘I’m afraid not. Keep moving.’
players would already know soccer techniques.This was a timely move: when the players, including the previously axed ones, arrived Ostensibly, internal rumblings also played a
in Bangkok, they discovered that they were part. After the team’s achievements in 1967,
fixed to play three matches in as many days. an FAS-appointed committee recommended
Other challenges abounded. The footballers that footballers should not be given incentives.
held full-time jobs and absented themselves They also disagreed with Yap’s request that a
from training, where they were paid $3 per watch be awarded to the players for winning
session (Yap served pro bono). In Bangkok, the FAM Cup.
team officials had to scramble for shorts and In retrospect, Yap says he still “enjoyed” the
socks for the players. And the sweltering heat overall experience, though he has not held on
forced the team, after their exhausting fix- to any mementos. Post-coaching, he remained
tures, to sleep out in the open, outside their active in soccer management at FAS and in PE,
allocated apartments.
before retiring in 1992.
Despite these setbacks, Singapore trounced
giants like South Vietnam and Thailand. A
“great and unexpected surge toward the final,” The Straits Times’ Norman Siebel wrote—
Singapore “briefly touched brilliance” before
falling to Burma in the semi-finals.
Yap continued to lead the team past 1965’s
“fiasco”, as Choo himself termed it. Under
Yap’s charge, Singapore won the 1967 Football Association of Malaysia (FAM) Cup, and
nearly clinched the double but for a narrow
loss at the Malaysia Cup final that year.
In 1971, Yap resigned. Officially, this was due
to his full-time work commitments, but Yap
now says, “If I didn’t walk away, the standards
would never rise.There’s only so much a parttimer can do.”

Today, Yap hardly keeps up with Singapore
soccer. Singapore may have re-entered the
Malaysia Super League recently, but to him, local football has “lost that feeling—there is no
longer a belonging.”
When asked, again, why he doesn’t keep any
reminders of his calling—not a single photograph, not one clipping, not even a football—
Yap cuts you short:
“No, no, it wasn’t a calling at all. A job had
to be done, and there was no one else to do
the job.”
“I had to do it.”
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football,
father,
and son

Henry and Edmond Tan may
now support rivals Liverpool
and Manchester City, but they
once rooted for the same team:
Singapore.

his long-haired days.

When he entered the workforce, Tan continued playing. As a Public Utilities Board
(PUB) staff,Tan would go from their Somerset
Road headquarters to neighbouring Farrer
Park, where he met up with his soccer buddies after work.

With one dream fulfilled, Tan went on to
bigger things. By then, soccer was a definite
“drug” to him, with all his time and friends (including ex-national coach Jita Singh) dedicated
to the sport.

Division Three was part of the National
Football League’s (NFL) trio of classes, an amateur championship founded in 1904.

Before the NFL was discontinued in 1987,
some national players such as striker D.Tokijan
Away from the bright lights of the National
emerged from the furious match-ups between
Stadium and the national team, football was
quaintly named teams like Mayflower, Pioneer
fervently played in sports clubs, companies,
Arsenal, and of course, Somerset United.
and kampongs nationwide.
“We had rather bad players,” Tan deadpans.
Henry Tan grew up kicking a leather ball
As its founding president, Tan had to overin a kampong around Lorong Pulai. When it
come issues arising from financial lack, like
rained, the soccer ball was as heavy as a brick.
the potholes of Farrer Park. In 1985, after
When the ball burst, the boys would bring two tries, Somerset United finally managed
it to a nearby tyre workshop, patch it up, and to qualify for Division Three, even if they only
play on.
lasted for one season.

They played so often that in the 1980s, they
decided to form their own team: Somerset
United Football Club. Consisting of security
guards, bankers, sergeants, and civil servants,
Somerset United was born out of one meeting at the PUB canteen.

Tan recalls that he used to watch three live
games in a day: a school match, a Division
Three contest at the “focal area” of Jalan Besar,
and evening games at the original Jalan Besar
or the old National Stadium. So, it was only
natural that in time, Tan joined FAS first as a
liaison officer, then a match inspector.

“The dream was to enter Division Three,” As a liaison officer, his duty lay with the
the 80-year-old grandfather of seven says of Under-16s, whom he brought to Seremban,

Football is usually
a heated discussion
between Henry (left)
and Edmond Tan.

Malaysia for matches in the late 1980s. Part of
his responsibility also was in selecting players,
even though he wasn’t a full selector.
At trials, Tan’s rigorous eye scouted for leftfooters and “a crazy person,” as he calls that
rare individual. “Gila bola [mad for the ball]!
This is a man who just goes through, he rams
into you headlong. I told them that this is a
player I want.”
Although none of his players made it to the
national team, his passion for football paid off
in a more meaningful way. It was around then
that Tan began meeting his son, Edmond, at
soccer matches.

“He knew that he had somebody there, so
he would quickly go find me.There was a
place we had together.”
Henry Tan on watching games at Jalan
Besar Stadium with his son.
about to score, you’d see all the people with
their hands up, and the call is at once. The call
is ‘GOOOOAL!’ That sound. That was the climax.”

Edmond himself played right back for Catholic
Junior College, and now works in the man“He brought me to all the soccer matches,”
power
industry. Today, if you ask him about his
Edmond, now 50, says of his schoolboy days.
favourite
player, he feigns disinterest, momen“Jalan Besar was the starting point, right Pa?”
tarily.
“He was at school, and I was at work,” Edmond’s father says. “But he knew that he had “Actually, no one. But they have their individsomebody there, so he would quickly go find ual skills. Like Mat Noh, whose skills are woah,
so silky—he would go right to the baseline
me. There was a place we had together.”
and cross over, Pa, remember?”
As the only other family member interested
in soccer, Edmond also began following his Tan nods, “Yes, Mat Noh.”
father to the National Stadium. Opened in “And Arshad Khamis! He’s that kind of typi1973, it was a troublesome journey, to and cal striker.”
fro. “When there was a home game there, we
“Arshad Khamis, yes yes.”
went early,” Edmond recounts. “We’d take the
bus, drop at Beach Road, and walk from Nicoll “With [S.] Rajagopal it’s more his free kicks,
Highway there. And in the hot sun, we’d just then Nasir Jalil—Samad Allapitchay was a
sit down and wait!”
rock!”
“And it’s not the pain, but the joy after the
match,” the elder Tan continues.
“Everybody is streaming out with smiles
on their faces. You wouldn’t be able to find
any transport, not even a taxi. So you’ve got
to walk all the way, and we’d remember the
joy of being there. Especially when a player is

“A very solid rock.”
“…then Syed Mutalib assists him, Hasli Ibrahim’s his compatible, left back Robert
Sim—see, that time they’re all steadfast and
you know [Quah] Kim Song? Eric Paine! Lim
Chiew Peng, and wasn’t [Lim] Teng Sai our
neighbour?”

passion
first,
always
Tour operator Akbar Hashim is one
man who takes the Die-Hard Fans
overseas, still.

Akbar Hashim
preparing Coach #1
for an away game in
Malaysia.

December 10, 1994. Shah Alam Stadium, Malaysia. Singapore versus historic rivals Selangor.
Second leg of the Malaysia Cup semi-finals.
Singapore had won the first round 1-0, and if
tonight’s result was at least a draw, Singapore
would have a chance of lifting the Cup. Singapore was last champion in 1980, when the
winning goal was scored by an 18-year-old by
the name of Fandi Ahmad.
Now, Fandi was back, alongside the superstar
strike force of Abaas Saad, V. Sundramoorthy,
and Steven Tan. Over 9,000 Singaporean fans
travelled with them to Shah Alam, urging them
on all the way.
In a match marked by heated blood, Singapore drew 2-2. We had a spot in the finals.
Flush with victory, die-hard fans Mohd Raziff
and Normi were headed back to their hotel in
the tour bus. Then, Selangor fans started surrounding the bus.
They threw stones, bottles, and whatever
they could find at the windows, furious with
the Singaporeans. The driver, a Malaysian,
whipped out a wooden plank. He disembarked, and chased them all away.
This is why tour operator Akbar Hashim
charters Malaysian buses when he brings
Singaporean fans abroad. In 1986, the enterprising 50-year-old started the tour operating
agency Die-Hard Fans of Singapore.
maximum of 30 coaches.
In its continued persistence through the fair
and dangerously foul seasons of Singapore He carries on chartering today, even if some
soccer, Akbar’s company surely lives up to its trips find him making a loss. Recently, he charted a single half-full coach to Malaysia. “I don’t
name.
give a damn,” he says. “Whenever I can find a
At its height, Akbar was arranging for 90
way, I go. These kind of thing, we Die-Hards
coaches of fans.This was during the 1990 Majust love.”
laysia Cup finals, when Akbar led his troupe of
singing, chanting, and bedecked fans to Kuala Through the ages, Akbar’s formula of “supLumpur’s Stadium Merdeka. Following that, port and sightseeing at the same time” has
his one-man operation had to scale back to a paid off. He has travelled to all 13 states of

Malaysia because of his passion—“Quite
lucky,” he muses.
To book a trip with the Die-Hard Fans, you
call Akbar up personally. Previously, he had an
office at Golden Mile, but now works out of
his home.

“Whenever I can find a way, I go.This kind
of thing, we Die-Hards just love.”

He offers two packages: “U-Turn”, a turn
around package that usually costs $60 (inclusive of soccer ticket), and “Hotel Stay”, an
overnighter priced around $120-$130 (inclu12

(far left)
Akbar Hashim and a
fellow fan creating
posters for an early
1990s game.
(left)
A 1990s Die-Hard
Fans of Singapore
jersey.

sive of soccer ticket, and Akbar’s tourist attrac- too. But Singapore fans are just like that—
when we win, they will go. But we cannot aftion tips).
ford to just wait and see.”
It is clear that his customers have stuck with
him for more than just economic reasons. It was Akbar’s father, the trade unionist
“This category of people are deeply involved Hashim Idris, who coined the company Diein the game,” he elaborates. “And I participate Hards.
too because I love it.”
In the 1970s, Hashim began bringing Akbar
One veteran Die-Hard is his friend Uncle to matches. “Normally in the finals, [my father]
Lazarus, who sits behind rivals’ goals to pray would tailor for me a costume. In those days,
for the ball to trickle in. The hot ticket is for Singapore played in navy blue, so he would
Coach #1—aboard, Akbar himself leads the make a navy blue jacket and pants for me.
Some people thought I was an artist!”
chants.
After Singapore left the Malaysia Cup, Akbar
carried on arranging trips to the SEA Games
and Tiger Cup matches. Recently, he has seen
old-time fans returning, even though he says
frankly: “Soccer at the present moment is a
Malay market. There are some Chinese fans

In those days, father and son travelled with
Walter Koh, who Akbar openly credits as the
pioneering soccer tour operator. But today,
Koh’s company has yet to make a big return,
while Raj Kumar—another tour operator—
has followed in Koh’s and Akbar’s footsteps.

Inheriting his father’s creative loyalty, Akbar
also designs and sells his own merchandise.
Akbar’s stock includes Umbro jerseys (he sold
22,000 of the striped sleeved version), scarves,
and even an Agu Casmir cap—complete with
the Nigerian’s funky dreadlocks.

“But since I was 9 or 10, when Singapore
loses, I will always cry. Sometimes people
also say, ‘You crazy lah!’.

But for me passion comes first, otherwise I
It is also how his two children, “who like soc- wouldn’t do this.”

cer but not like I do”, keep track of him. “They
say Papa, these kind of costumes the TV will
sure shoot you!” And they do, with Akbar also He adds: “But since I was 9 or 10, when Singapore loses, I will always cry. Sometimes peoa firm favourite of journalists.
ple also say, ‘You crazy lah!’ But for me passion
Supplanted by his other business ventures, comes first, otherwise I wouldn’t do this.”
Akbar makes about $700-$800 a month from
his tour operations. Would he still support “I know that this is the time to show how
much I love the soccer team,” Akbar says,
Singapore soccer if he didn’t profit from it?
something he has been repeating for a long,
“People say, ‘Yah lah, you make money, of long time.
course you support.’ Make, I sure make—a
little.”
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Molazim (left) and
Abdul Malik in the
national colours at
Jurong West.

bola
brothers

pre-Independence days.

For football, Malik & Molazim have
missed work and even one of their
children’s birth.

The colonialists would play under the Royal
Airforce and Third Commando flag, while the
Army Depot Police team would be mostly
made up of Malays.

It was a match that Molazim Suhood could Malik, who also grew up in Holland Road’s
Kampong Lorong Jodoh, would travel all the
not bear to miss.
way to the Padang to watch these entertain“It was an important game, I had tickets and
ing match-ups.
didn’t want to miss it,” the 69-year-old says of
the 1990 Malaysia Cup final between Singa- Molazim, meanwhile, was first passionate
about music. He played lead guitar in The
pore and Kedah.
Diamond Blues, a cover and wedding band
But there was just one small issue. His wife
that once made it to the hallowed grounds
had given birth to his youngest daughter the
of Victoria Concert Hall.Today, his electric guimorning before.
tar sits in a corner, while his multiple medals
“Usually, fathers don’t get to see their child from marathons and cycling hang proudly on
immediately, so once the nurse said that both his walls.
my wife and daughter are OK, I left to take the
Malik was not to be outdone in his support
first bus to Stadium Merdeka,” he says, smiling
of Singapore soccer. Every year, the security ofgingerly.
ficer specially took leave to travel for matches.
Singapore lost 2-0, and Molazim returned
Once, Malik even had a ticket to a Singapore
the next morning to the hospital. First, a nurse
versus Pahang match, but no more leave.
berated him for not seeing his daughter. Then,
because of the two-child policy, Molazim had So, he went to a Dr. Chan of Raffles Place,
“bedek [lied about] back ache”, and scored a
to fork out $800 more in hospital fees.
medical certificate (MC).
A hefty price to pay—not to mention his
wife’s complete silence—but worth it for Sin- The matches the brothers managed to witnessed reads like a roll call of Singapore’s hisgapore football, Molazim still says.
tory.
It was Molazim’s elder brother, Abdul Malik
Suhood, who first loved soccer. He remem- The first match in the National Stadium:
bers watching the British playing soccer during Singapore Malays versus Penang Malays, with
16

“Those were the days of high semangat [a
sense of spirit]”
Molazim Suhood
“... But now it just feels normal.”
Abdul Malik Suhood

Travelling with Akbar Hashim, the brothers
recount that there was insufficient transport
to bring all the Singaporean fans to Malaysia
for the 1994 Malaysia Cup final. So some fans
resorted to taking a ferry to Mersing, then a
bus, while others took the Malayan railway
train.
Molazim also recalls how rapturous support
was, with chants of “Ole, Ole Ole Ole” and
of course “Referee kayu [Kayu is a piece of
wood—meaning block-headed]!” Those were
the days of high “semangat” [a sense of spirit],
he recalls, when the fans were always behind
the “really Singaporean” team.

former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew present.
The 1994 Malaysia Cup final at Shah Alam
Stadium, where most supporters were Singaporeans—“it looked like our stadium,” Malik
remembers. And the Singapore Malays’ draw
To Malik, nothing beat a Singapore versus
with then Yugoslavian powerhouse Red Star
Selangor game. Within an hour or two, tickets
Belgrade.
would be sold out. Surely, many others faked
“In the past, we supported football because MCs to attend, even if they didn’t miss their
of the players, and not because of glamour,” child’s birth.
Molazim says. “It’s quite funny because then,
Malik collected so many jerseys through his
the players were only paid an allowance, but
travels with the Lions that when Singapore
they played hard. They played with spirit.”
left the Malaysia Cup, he threw them all away.
Both Molazim and Malik especially remem- “They were no use anymore,” he says.
ber Awang Bakar, whom reporter Joe Dorai
They supported the S-League for a while,
once called “the greatest centre-forward of
then stopped. With interest in Singapore socpost-war Malayan soccer”.
cer returning this year, the brothers are back
In the 1950 Malaya Cup final, Awang fa- on the team again. “But now, it just feels normously scored 35m away from goal. Penang’s mal,” Malik says. “I no longer have any favourite
goalkeeper had taken a goal kick, and Awang players, but I support the game. I get to travel
blasted the ball right back, bursting through and meet old friends again.”
the net. He attracted fans from as far away as
“There needs to be more discipline on the
Hong Kong, and tragically died during a trainteam. But good, bad, or ugly,” he says, “we still
ing session in 1964.
support.”
“Awang, Edmund Wee, Dollah Kassim: those
players really had talent,” the brothers agree.
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the
voice

In 1969, James got his first taste of sports
commentary.

Radio’s football commentator
Wilfred James brought live matches “I went down with Norman [Lim] to Jalan
Besar to watch Singapore play India in hockey.
to life.
“Good evening, this is Wilfred James commentating from...”

Ex-radio
commentator
Wilfred James at
Dunman Secondary
School.

He was commentating, and I was enjoying the
first half of the game, just observing.”
“As we chatted at halftime, he then turned
to me and said, ‘Nah, your turn.’ ”

For 25 years, that was the voice that greeted
listeners as they tuned in for the Malaysia Cup From this formative experience, James realised the impact of his work. At a National
transmission.
Stadium soccer match, he was told, “‘Eh WilA sports radio commentator, James also
fred, those people are listening to your comaccompanied Singaporeans through badminmentary.’ ”
ton’s Thomas Cup, Pesta Sukan (Singapore’s
first sports festival), and the SEA Games’ pre- “What nonsense!” James replied. “People are
watching or listening at home.” But he entered
cursor SEAP Games.
the stands, and sure enough, there they were:
Serving since the 1970s, the 70-year-old
watching the match while listening on their
James has witnessed radio’s various incarnaWalkmans.
tions—and he did it all part-time.
“Those were the days when we were
Perhaps this is why James is hardly considhooked onto radio,” remembers Ramesh Wilered to be part of our pantheon of radio
liam, a writer. “If you listened in the car, you
commentators, like Norman Lim, Gregory
would pull over by the expressway when the
Rosario, and Brian Richmond. But it is Wilfred
action got intense.” James also heard accounts
James alone whom journalists and listeners
of television viewers listening to the radio sihave dubbed “the voice”.
multaneously.
It was another commentator, Alan Lewis,
Quite incredibly, James was also working fullwho first inspired James. James remembers
time throughout his radio stints.
listening to his commentary of Bukit Timah
horse races, and wondering how he remem- First, he was a teacher at Jurong Secondbered all the names, “how he was so clear,” ary School, then the principal of Assumption
English School. With his added involvement in
James says.
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the Combined Schools Under-18s, where he
coached V. Sundramoorthy and Hasnim Haron, James in essence led a triple life.

“Do you know who this guy is or not?”

“I felt grand during the Malaysia Cup days. I
would leave school around 1.30PM, take the
taxi down to Paya Lebar Airport, walk in with
my briefcase, and be flown to wherever it was
to commentate.”

“When Daddy was young, I listened to him
on the radio.”

One such match James got the VIP treatment
to was at Kuala Lumpur’s Stadium Merdeka. “It
was a critical match, very rough play and there
was a riot after. I saw The New Nation’s photographer Jerry Seh snapping pictures, then
throwing his roll of film towards the referee.
He ran away. I could not run because I was
afraid the crowd might be hostile. So I quietly
walked, and got into the van.”
At other matches, whipping up excitement
was left to James himself. “I must admit that
sometimes I’ve been more exciting than the
game,” James says. His “on the ball from the
word go” manner, he says, was aimed “to give
the listener at home an understanding that
soccer is exciting.”
This style was also divisive. James received
flak from The Straits Times, who in 1980 reported of his badminton commentary: “Wilfred, Wilfred…do you not know that the TV
viewer can see what is going on?” Apparently,
over 300 listeners called to complain about
his commentary.

The children shake their heads.

For his contributions to education, James
was awarded the 1999 President’s Award for
Teachers. At times, they enlist him to be the
MC at school events. Other times, parents
spot him at school meetings and ask their kids,
“Do you know who this guy is or not?” The
children shake their heads. “When Daddy was
young, I listened to him on the radio.”
Perhaps the true testament to James’ radio
days was his continued presence on the air,
way past television’s dominance of sports.
James, having worked for the pioneering Radio Singapura, Radio Television Singapore and
the Singapore Broadcasting Corporation, is
“not sorry” about the change from listening
to watching—“it’s technological,” he says.
And then there is another testament.

In 1975, a letter was written to the press
congratulating James on his “clear and exciting”
commentary at the Malaysia Cup. “Although I
was very disappointed over our defeat”, the
message went, “I must admit I enjoyed listening to the commentary. Wilfred…made me
In 1983, James stepped down as the As- feel as if I was at the stadium.”
sumption English School principal and became “Singaporean,” the letter writer signed off.
a teacher, again. Today, he is a part-time counsellor at Dunman Secondary School, having
retired from radio in 1996. By his last days
there, he was using binoculars to spot the
players’ jersey numbers.

Wilfred James (standing, far right) as
coach of Jurong Secondary School’s
football team during the late 1960s
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“in soccer,
we are
family”

The Lee clan of fans: Sunny,Yana,
Syafiq,Taufiq, and Crystal.

The kids’ were introduced to football prematurely. While pregnant, Yana still attended
matches. “I played the drums close to my
stomach so they could hear. It’s from that moment that they loved it too.”

When soccer fanatic Sunny Lee was dating
Yana Hidayah, Yana hated soccer. She could While expecting Crystal,Yana even watched
never get why he was always going off to soccer while experiencing contractions. “In my
games, nor could she understand the game heart, I wanted to be there, but I’m in labour,
so I’m just happy my team won.”
itself.
So in 1993, Sunny “forced her” to have a date As a newly minted soccer family, Sunny and
with him at the National Stadium.Yana agreed, Yana’s joy culminated in 1994, when Singapore
but only if Sunny bought her “something spe- met Pahang at the Shah Alam Stadium.
cial”. “I can’t remember what…” Sunny sheep- At this Malaysia Cup final, the family had to
ishly says. “A gold ring lah,”Yana replies.
be escorted by the police—they had entered
“That day it was raining, and we were sitting the wrong sector and were greeted by aggresat the top of the gallery, near to the cauldron,” sive home team fans.
Yana remembers. “I said, ‘The further, the bet- Afterwards, Yana recalls the brilliant sea of
ter.’ ”
red that brought the Lions to victory.

(clockwise from left)
Crystal, Syafiq,
Taufik, Yana and
Sunny Lee show
their love for
Singapore football.

It was Singapore against Pahang, and Yana
spent the match asking Sunny about corner
kicks, off side, and kayu referees. “Then after
I knew everything, I got interested. Because
can shout! You can yell your feelings, get stress
relief. I think soccer is the only sport you can
shout at.”

“They barricaded half for Singapore, then
more Singaporeans kept coming, taking a bit
of Pahang, a bit more. In the end, only 10%
was Pahang. It felt like we were playing in the
National Stadium!”

It was at matches like this that Yana and Sunny recall seeing Singapore’s unofficial wave inThe ring also sealed the deal. Sunny and Yana structor. “He was a Chinese man, alone, quite
got married that same year. Today, they have big size, and he never watched the game. His
four children, three of whom are also soccer baju [clothes] wrote ‘Wave Instructor’, and he
fans—Syafiq, 16, Taufiq, 13, and 10-year-old would start the wave for us. Until now, I don’t
Crystal Adriana Lee Binte Sani Lee.
know where he’s gone.”
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Once Singapore left the Malaysia Cup, the
Lee family never stopped supporting. Instead, “In soccer, there is no such thing as friends.
they became committee members in the SinWe are family.”
gapore Lions Supporters Club, which cheers
the national team on internationally.
Yana Lee
“We control the supporters,” Yana, a housewife, says. “I always think of soccer as my job.
So instead of ‘bodoh’ [stupid], we shout ‘blue- “Soccer is 2-in-1. We can explore the country, they can see the kampong,”Yana says.
tooth’!”
Yana even has her own system of commu- To Sunny, soccer is “healthy”. Not only does
nication with the players. The Lees travel with he get to meet his long-lost friends, he sees
the players’ families, and she is also friends with stadiums as sites where “all these families get
together. It’s a mix of races, just like in the early
them on Facebook.
days lah.”
“When I’m angry, I just shout their name really loud. Like if I shout ‘Juma’at!’ in a different “In soccer, there is no such thing as friends,”
tone, he knows. Singapore players are lucky to Yana continues. “We are family.” From being
have supporters like us. At the most we only converted, Yana has introduced others to the
boo you, we don’t attack you after the match. game, including her sister-in-law, late mother
and stepfather.
Like Kedah supporters.”
For their dedication, the Lees have received Clearly, soccer runs in the Lees’ blood. Syafiq,
brickbats. “A lot of people ask us why we sup- who represents his school in athletics, counts
port Singapore soccer,” Sunny says. Yana has Juma’at Jantan as his favourite player—and his
godfather. “He’s speedy and can shoot far,”
even experienced hecklers.
Syafiq says.
Recently, after their SEA Games loss, she received the team at the airport with 10 other With that, the interview is over, and the kids
supporters. A man was also there, calling her return to playing soccer.
and other fans names. “The players said, ‘We They are on their way home, but the ball is
salute you. Even though you get humiliated still circulating amongst them.
because of us, you still support us.’ I said, ‘Be“Pass to me! Pass to me!” they shout.
cause we believe in you. So you must make
sure you bounce back’”.
Now, the Lees treat away games as a weekend getaway. The family get to watch the
match together, and afterwards, the kids get to
go shopping and touring.
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